3 generations of lifting
For more than 50 years, Musselli S.r.l. has offered lifting solutions specifically designed for
different fields of application, passing on its passion and technical experience, unmatched in
the Italian market, from generation to generation.
Thanks to the strategic position of our headquarters in Voghera (PV), at a crossways with the
most important national and European transportation routes, we are able to easily reach all
major industrial poles throughout northern Italy, from Milan to Genoa, from Turin to Bologna,
Veneto and the entire North-East.
Forever attentive to the latest innovations offered by continuous technological research, we
continuously upgrade our machinery park, which at the moment comprises 50 vehicles:
cranes for rent without operator, up to 60 tonnes;
cranes for rent with operator, from 36 to 500 tonnes and up to heights of 140 metres;
mini cranes and various equipment for internal handling of large machinery;
lorry-mounted aerial work platforms from 16 to 100 metres, with operator;
self-propelled all terrain aerial work platforms up to 42 metres, also without operator;
front end loader and telescopic forklifts, fixed and rotating up to 12 tonnes;
lorries for special transportation.
In addition to its rental services, Musselli S.r.l. also offers a broad range of services designed
to simplify, speed up, and improve the safety of your work:
on-site survey (all over Italy) to directly assess the needs and characteristics of your
worksite;
subsequent processing, using advanced engineering software, to develop the
most suitable solutions and eventually a lifting plan, complete with all analytical
considerations;
continuous assistance during your rental service, also by way of an equipped mobile
workshop, for prompt intervention following urgent requests for assistance;
assembly teams for all types of structures (installation of bridges in iron and cement,
installation of prefabricated structures);
24hr availability, 7 days a week;
delivery/retrieval of machinery using our own trucks.
Every machine is supplied with all certification required by current legislation,
including I.N.A.I.L (Italian government agency for insurance against work-related
injuries) logbooks, and CE makings: our continuous focus on safety and compliance
with the law, has led to our being included in the white list of the Prefecture of Pavia.
Moreover, a Safety Plan is drawn up complete with all safety documentation for all types of
rental formats, whether short-term or long-term.
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In order to offer a continuously reliable, accurate and up-to-date service, we place a particular
focus on in-house and external training. We are a Fesica authorised training centre for PLE
(Mobile Work Platforms) and extra PLE operators, meaning we are able to organise training
courses either at third-party companies or within our own structure, where we have a fully
equipped classroom.
Our day-to-day training activities focus above all on keeping our own 30 specialised workers
up to date through long shadowing periods and detailed courses, a sign of our continuous
investment into human resources, which we believe to be the heart of our technological
machinery park.
Our growth policy is also expressed through the new headquarters in Voghera, which were
opened after recognising the need to improve our connection with major roadways and thanks
to the unwavering desire to create an even safer and more sustainable work environment.
Testimony to this desire are the large internal spaces, the latest generation architectural
solutions and the large photovoltaic and solar power system installed to minimise our impact
on the environment.
From the 11 halls at Expo Milan to Milan’s orbital road, from the oil&gas sector to
telecommunications, from bridge laying to beam installation, and even internal handling for
large industrial facilities: Musselli is the answer to all your lifting needs - precision, safety,
timely results.
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